
Crystal clear by day, dramatic color at night
MagicStream® laminars create totally clear, uniform arcs of moving water 
that originate from either your pool deck or surrounding landscape. At 
night, these translucent streams are brilliantly colored with either an LED or 
fiber optic light source. The result is a water effect that adds an elegant bit 
of entertainment to your poolscape.  

l Water arcs reach up to seven feet high and project out eight feet into 
your pool, spa, or other water feature.

l Installation is made flush to your deck or other surface; no unsightly or 
unsafe edges, just the magic of water erupting from a hidden source. 

l Nighttime color effects include the ability to hold on a steady color or 
scroll through a range of available colors. Choose energy-efficient LED 
lighting for a nearly endless array of color choices.

MagicStream® 
Laminars
By Pentair Water Pool and Spa®



  Laminars Performance Data

 Gallons (US GPM) 6.0 7.5 8.5 

 Inlet Pressure (psi) 2.5 3.5 4.5 
 Height of Jet (Ft.) 5.0 6.0 7.0

MagicStream® laminars clearly add to the sights of your backyard 
sanctuary. But, they also provide a gentle, soothing auditory 
experience as the stream gently enters your pool—just a hint of 
sound to mask neighborhood noises that may otherwise interrupt 
your down time.  

Features include:

l Laminar box lids available in tan, black, and gray to match or 
complement pool deck or other installation surface.  

l Laminars are easily adjusted two ways; vertically from 62° to 75° 
to create different heights and arc shapes, and direction pointed 
can be moved right or left up to 60° total. Get creative by  
varying individual stream’s height, arc shapes, direction, and color.  

l Laminars are designed for easy removal and replacement.

Enhancing the entire sensory experience
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Available from:

Pentair Pool Products® Sta-Rite®

800.831.7133 800.831.7133  
www.pentairpool.com www.staritepool.com

MagicStream® Laminars

pumps / filters / heaters / heat pumps / automation / lighting / cleaners / sanitizers / water features / maintenance products


